Can bus diagram

A Controller Area Network CAN bus is a robust vehicle bus standard designed to allow
microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other's applications without a host
computer. It is a message-based protocol , designed originally for multiplex electrical wiring
within automobiles to save on copper, but it can also be used in many other contexts. For each
device, the data in a frame is transmitted sequentially but in such a way that if more than one
device transmits at the same time, the highest priority device can continue while the others
back off. Frames are received by all devices, including by the transmitting device. This
specification has two parts; part A is for the standard format with an bit identifier, and part B is
for the extended format with a bit identifier. These standards are freely available from Bosch
along with other specifications and white papers. These standards may be purchased from the
ISO. Bosch is still active in extending the CAN standards. This specification uses a different
frame format that allows a different data length as well as optionally switching to a faster bit rate
after the arbitration is decided. The EOBD standard has been mandatory for all petrol vehicles
sold in the European Union since and all diesel vehicles since The modern automobile may
have as many as 70 electronic control units ECU for various subsystems. Some of these form
independent subsystems, but communications among others are essential. A subsystem may
need to control actuators or receive feedback from sensors. The CAN standard was devised to
fill this need. One key advantage is that interconnection between different vehicle systems can
allow a wide range of safety, economy and convenience features to be implemented using
software alone - functionality which would add cost and complexity if such features were "hard
wired" using traditional automotive electrics. Examples include:. In recent years, the LIN bus
standard has been introduced to complement CAN for non-critical subsystems such as
air-conditioning and infotainment, where data transmission speed and reliability are less
critical. Automotive electronics is a major application domain. Two or more nodes are required
on the CAN network to communicate. A node may interface to devices from simple digital logic
e. Such a computer may also be a gateway allowing a general purpose computer like a laptop to
communicate over a USB or Ethernet port to the devices on a CAN network. All nodes are
connected to each other through a physically conventional two wire bus. This bus uses
differential wired-AND signals. A 0 data bit encodes a dominant state, while a 1 data bit encodes
a recessive state, supporting a wired-AND convention, which gives nodes with lower ID
numbers priority on the bus. Receivers consider any differential voltage of less than 0. With
both high-speed and low-speed CAN, the speed of the transition is faster when a recessive to
dominant transition occurs since the CAN wires are being actively driven. The speed of the
dominant to recessive transition depends primarily on the length of the CAN network and the
capacitance of the wire used. High-speed CAN is usually used in automotive and industrial
applications where the bus runs from one end of the environment to the other. Fault-tolerant
CAN is often used where groups of nodes need to be connected together. The specifications
require the bus be kept within a minimum and maximum common mode bus voltage, but do not
define how to keep the bus within this range. The CAN bus must be terminated. The termination
resistors are needed to suppress reflections as well as return the bus to its recessive or idle
state. Low-speed CAN uses resistors at each node. A terminating bias circuit provides power
and ground in addition to the CAN signaling on a four-wire cable. This provides automatic
electrical bias and termination at each end of each bus segment. Each node is able to send and
receive messages, but not simultaneously. A message or Frame consists primarily of the ID
identifier , which represents the priority of the message, and up to eight data bytes. The
message is transmitted serially onto the bus using a non-return-to-zero NRZ format and may be
received by all nodes. The devices that are connected by a CAN network are typically sensors ,
actuators , and other control devices. CAN data transmission uses a lossless bitwise arbitration
method of contention resolution. This arbitration method requires all nodes on the CAN network
to be synchronized to sample every bit on the CAN network at the same time. This is why some
call CAN synchronous. Unfortunately the term synchronous is imprecise since the data is
transmitted in an asynchronous format, namely without a clock signal. The CAN specifications
use the terms "dominant" bits and "recessive" bits, where dominant is a logical 0 actively
driven to a voltage by the transmitter and recessive is a logical 1 passively returned to a voltage
by a resistor. The idle state is represented by the recessive level Logical 1. If one node
transmits a dominant bit and another node transmits a recessive bit then there is a collision and
the dominant bit "wins". This means there is no delay to the higher-priority message, and the
node transmitting the lower priority message automatically attempts to re-transmit six bit clocks
after the end of the dominant message. This makes CAN very suitable as a real-time prioritized
communications system. The exact voltages for a logical 0 or 1 depend on the physical layer
used, but the basic principle of CAN requires that each node listen to the data on the CAN
network including the transmitting node s itself themselves. If a logical 1 is transmitted by all

transmitting nodes at the same time, then a logical 1 is seen by all of the nodes, including both
the transmitting node s and receiving node s. If a logical 0 is transmitted by all transmitting
node s at the same time, then a logical 0 is seen by all nodes. If a logical 0 is being transmitted
by one or more nodes, and a logical 1 is being transmitted by one or more nodes, then a logical
0 is seen by all nodes including the node s transmitting the logical 1. When a node transmits a
logical 1 but sees a logical 0, it realizes that there is a contention and it quits transmitting. By
using this process, any node that transmits a logical 1 when another node transmits a logical 0
"drops out" or loses the arbitration. A node that loses arbitration re-queues its message for
later transmission and the CAN frame bit-stream continues without error until only one node is
left transmitting. This means that the node that transmits the first 1 loses arbitration. Since the
11 or 29 for CAN 2. For example, consider an bit ID CAN network, with two nodes with IDs of 15
binary representation, and 16 binary representation, If these two nodes transmit at the same
time, each will first transmit the start bit then transmit the first six zeros of their ID with no
arbitration decision being made. When this happens, the node with the ID of 16 knows it
transmitted a 1, but sees a 0 and realizes that there is a collision and it lost arbitration. Node 16
stops transmitting which allows the node with ID of 15 to continue its transmission without any
loss of data. The node with the lowest ID will always win the arbitration, and therefore has the
highest priority. Decreasing the bit rate allows longer network distances e. The improved CAN
FD standard allows increasing the bit rate after arbitration and can increase the speed of the
data section by a factor of up to ten or more of the arbitration bit rate. Message IDs must be
unique [10] on a single CAN bus, otherwise two nodes would continue transmission beyond the
end of the arbitration field ID causing an error. In the early s, the choice of IDs for messages
was done simply on the basis of identifying the type of data and the sending node; however, as
the ID is also used as the message priority, this led to poor real-time performance. All nodes on
the CAN network must operate at the same nominal bit rate, but noise, phase shifts, oscillator
tolerance and oscillator drift mean that the actual bit rate might not be the nominal bit rate.
Synchronization is important during arbitration since the nodes in arbitration must be able to
see both their transmitted data and the other nodes' transmitted data at the same time.
Synchronization is also important to ensure that variations in oscillator timing between nodes
do not cause errors. Synchronization starts with a hard synchronization on the first recessive to
dominant transition after a period of bus idle the start bit. Resynchronization occurs on every
recessive to dominant transition during the frame. The CAN controller expects the transition to
occur at a multiple of the nominal bit time. If the transition does not occur at the exact time the
controller expects it, the controller adjusts the nominal bit time accordingly. The adjustment is
accomplished by dividing each bit into a number of time slices called quanta, and assigning
some number of quanta to each of the four segments within the bit: synchronization,
propagation, phase segment 1 and phase segment 2. The number of quanta the bit is divided
into can vary by controller, and the number of quanta assigned to each segment can be varied
depending on bit rate and network conditions. A transition that occurs before or after it is
expected causes the controller to calculate the time difference and lengthen phase segment 1 or
shorten phase segment 2 by this time. This effectively adjusts the timing of the receiver to the
transmitter to synchronize them. This resynchronization process is done continuously at every
recessive to dominant transition to ensure the transmitter and receiver stay in sync.
Continuously resynchronizing reduces errors induced by noise, and allows a receiving node
that was synchronized to a node which lost arbitration to resynchronize to the node which won
arbitration. The CAN protocol, like many networking protocols, can be decomposed into the
following abstraction layers :. Most of the CAN standard applies to the transfer layer. The
transfer layer receives messages from the physical layer and transmits those messages to the
object layer. The transfer layer is responsible for bit timing and synchronization, message
framing, arbitration, acknowledgement, error detection and signaling, and fault confinement. It
performs:. CAN bus ISO originally specified the link layer protocol with only abstract
requirements for the physical layer, e. The electrical aspects of the physical layer voltage,
current, number of conductors were specified in ISO , which is now widely accepted. However,
the mechanical aspects of the physical layer connector type and number, colors, labels,
pin-outs have yet to be formally specified. As a result, an automotive ECU will typically have a
particularâ€”often customâ€”connector with various sorts of cables, of which two are the CAN
bus lines. Nonetheless, several de facto standards for mechanical implementation have
emerged, the most common being the 9-pin D-sub type male connector with the following
pin-out:. This de facto mechanical standard for CAN could be implemented with the node having
both male and female 9-pin D-sub connectors electrically wired to each other in parallel within
the node. Bus power is fed to a node's male connector and the bus draws power from the
node's female connector. This follows the electrical engineering convention that power sources

are terminated at female connectors. Adoption of this standard avoids the need to fabricate
custom splitters to connect two sets of bus wires to a single D connector at each node. Such
nonstandard custom wire harnesses splitters that join conductors outside the node reduce bus
reliability, eliminate cable interchangeability, reduce compatibility of wiring harnesses, and
increase cost. The absence of a complete physical layer specification mechanical in addition to
electrical freed the CAN bus specification from the constraints and complexity of physical
implementation. However it left CAN bus implementations open to interoperability issues due to
mechanical incompatibility. In order to improve interoperability, many vehicle makers have
generated specifications describing a set of allowed CAN transceivers in combination with
requirements on the parasitic capacitance on the line. In addition to parasitic capacitance, 12V
and 24V systems do not have the same requirements in terms of line maximum voltage. Indeed,
during jump start events light vehicles lines can go up to 24V while truck systems can go as
high as 36V. Noise immunity on ISO is achieved by maintaining the differential impedance of the
bus at a low level with low-value resistors ohms at each end of the bus. However, when
dormant, a low-impedance bus such as CAN draws more current and power than other
voltage-based signaling busses. Best practice determines that CAN bus balanced pair signals
be carried in twisted pair wires in a shielded cable to minimize RF emission and reduce
interference susceptibility in the already noisy RF environment of an automobile. Also, in the de
facto mechanical configuration mentioned above, a supply rail is included to distribute power to
each of the transceiver nodes. The design provides a common supply for all the transceivers.
The actual voltage to be applied by the bus and which nodes apply to it are application-specific
and not formally specified. This usually allows operating margin on the supply rail sufficient to
allow interoperability across many node types. Typical values of supply voltage on such
networks are 7 to 30 V. However, the lack of a formal standard means that system designers are
responsible for supply rail compatibility. ISO -2 describes the electrical implementation formed
from a multi-dropped single-ended balanced line configuration with resistor termination at each
end of the bus. As such the terminating resistors form an essential component of the signalling
system and are included not just to limit wave reflection at high frequency. During a recessive
state the signal lines and resistor s remain in a high impedances state with respect to both rails.
A recessive state is present on the bus only when none of the transmitters on the bus is
asserting a dominant state. During a dominant state the signal lines and resistor s move to a
low impedance state with respect to the rails so that current flows through the resistor.
Irrespective of signal state the signal lines are always in low impedance state with respect to
one another by virtue of the terminating resistors at the end of the bus. Multiple access on such
systems normally relies on the media supporting three states active high, active low and
inactive tri-state and is dealt with in the time domain. A CAN network can be configured to work
with two different message or "frame" formats: the standard or base frame format described in
CAN 2. The only difference between the two formats is that the "CAN base frame" supports a
length of 11 bits for the identifier, and the "CAN extended frame" supports a length of 29 bits for
the identifier, made up of the bit identifier "base identifier" and an bit extension "identifier
extension". The distinction between CAN base frame format and CAN extended frame format is
made by using the IDE bit, which is transmitted as dominant in case of an bit frame, and
transmitted as recessive in case of a bit frame. CAN controllers that support extended frame
format messages are also able to send and receive messages in CAN base frame format. All
frames begin with a start-of-frame SOF bit that denotes the start of the frame transmission. The
CAN standard requires that the implementation must accept the base frame format and may
accept the extended frame format, but must tolerate the extended frame format. In the event of a
Data Frame and a Remote Frame with the same identifier being transmitted at the same time, the
Data Frame wins arbitration due to the dominant RTR bit following the identifier. The overload
frame contains the two bit fields Overload Flag and Overload Delimiter. There are two kinds of
overload conditions that can lead to the transmission of an overload flag:. The start of an
overload frame due to case 1 is only allowed to be started at the first bit time of an expected
intermission, whereas overload frames due to case 2 start one bit after detecting the dominant
bit. Overload Flag consists of six dominant bits. The overall form corresponds to that of the
active error flag. As a consequence, all other stations also detect an overload condition and on
their part start transmission of an overload flag. Overload Delimiter consists of eight recessive
bits. The overload delimiter is of the same form as the error delimiter. The acknowledge slot is
used to acknowledge the receipt of a valid CAN frame. Each node that receives the frame,
without finding an error, transmits a dominant level in the ACK slot and thus overrides the
recessive level of the transmitter. If a transmitter detects a recessive level in the ACK slot, it
knows that no receiver found a valid frame. A receiving node may transmit a recessive to
indicate that it did not receive a valid frame, but another node that did receive a valid frame may

override this with a dominant. The transmitting node cannot know that the message has been
received by all of the nodes on the CAN network. Often, the mode of operation of the device is
to re-transmit unacknowledged frames over and over. This may lead to eventually entering the
"error passive" state. Data frames and remote frames are separated from preceding frames by a
bit field called interframe space. Interframe space consists of at least three consecutive
recessive 1 bits. Following that, if a dominant bit is detected, it will be regarded as the "Start of
frame" bit of the next frame. Overload frames and error frames are not preceded by an
interframe space and multiple overload frames are not separated by an interframe space.
Interframe space contains the bit fields intermission and bus idle, and suspend transmission for
error passive stations, which have been transmitter of the previous message. To ensure enough
transitions to maintain synchronization, a bit of opposite polarity is inserted after five
consecutive bits of the same polarity. The stuffed data frames are destuffed by the receiver. All
fields in the frame are stuffed with the exception of the CRC delimiter, ACK field and end of
frame which are a fixed size and are not stuffed. In the fields where bit stuffing is used, six
consecutive bits of the same polarity or are considered an error. An active error flag can be
transmitted by a node when an error has been detected. The active error flag consists of six
consecutive dominant bits and violates the rule of bit stuffing. Bit stuffing means that data
frames may be larger than one would expect by simply enumerating the bits shown in the tables
above. The maximum increase in size of a CAN frame base format after bit stuffing is in the
case. The stuffing bit itself may be the first of the five consecutive identical bits, so in the worst
case there is one stuffing bit per four original bits. An undesirable side effect of the bit stuffing
scheme is that a small number of bit errors in a received message may corrupt the destuffing
process, causing a larger number of errors to propagate through the destuffed message. This
reduces the level of protection that would otherwise be offered by the CRC against the original
errors. This deficiency of the protocol has been addressed in CAN FD frames by the use of a
combination of fixed stuff bits and a counter that records the number of stuff bits inserted.
There are several CAN physical layer and other standards:. ISO uses a two-wire balanced
signalling scheme. It is the most used physical layer in vehicle powertrain applications and
industrial control networks. It is applicable to setting up a time-triggered interchange of digital
information between electronic control units ECU of road vehicles equipped with CAN, and
specifies the frame synchronisation entity that coordinates the operation of both logical link
and media access controls in accordance with ISO , to provide the time-triggered
communication schedule. It describes the medium access unit functions as well as some
medium dependent interface features according to ISO This represents an extension of ISO ,
dealing with new functionality for systems requiring low-power consumption features while
there is no active bus communication. ISO establishes test cases and test requirements to
realize a test plan verifying if the CAN transceiver with implemented selective wake-up functions
conform to the specified functionalities. The kind of testing defined in ISO is named as
conformance testing. As the CAN standard does not include tasks of application layer
protocols, such as flow control , device addressing, and transportation of data blocks larger
than one message, and above all, application data, many implementations of higher layer
protocols were created. Several are standardized for a business area, although all can be
extended by each manufacturer. For passenger cars, each manufacturer has its own standard.
CAN in Automation CiA is the international users' and manufacturers' organization that
develops and supports CAN-based higher-layer protocols and their international
standardization. It works on extending the features, improves technical content and ensures
that the current legal standards for lift control systems are met. The first version of CiA was
published available for CiA members in summer , version 2. CAN is a low-level protocol and
does not support any security features intrinsically. There is also no encryption in standard
CAN implementations, which leaves these networks open to man-in-the-middle frame
interception. In most implementations, applications are expected to deploy their own security
mechanisms; e. Failure to implement adequate security measures may result in various sorts of
attacks if the opponent manages to insert messages on the bus. When developing or
troubleshooting the CAN bus, examination of hardware signals can be very important. Logic
analyzers and bus analyzers are tools which collect, analyse, decode and store signals so
people can view the high-speed waveforms at their leisure. There are also specialist tools as
well as CAN bus monitors. A CAN bus monitor is an analysis tool, often a combination of
hardware and software , used during development of hardware making use of the CAN bus. The
python-can library provides both passive, monitoring , and active, control , access to CAN bus
on a wide range of platforms. Bosch holds patents on the technology, though those related to
the original protocol have now expired. Manufacturers of CAN-compatible microprocessors pay
license fees to Bosch for use of the CAN trademark and any of the newer patents related to CAN
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Must be dominant 0 for data frames
and recessive 1 for remote request frames see Remote Frame , below. Number of bytes of data
0â€”8 bytes [a]. Cyclic redundancy check. Information sensed by one part can be shared with
another. A modern car may have up to 70 ECUs - and each of them may have information that
needs to be shared with other parts of the network. Specifically, an ECU can prepare and
broadcast information e. In more technical terms, the controller area network is described by a
data link layer and physical layer. The CAN bus physical layer defines things like cable types,
electrical signal levels, node requirements, cable impedance etc. For example, ISO dictates a
number of things, including below:. In the context of automotive vehicle networks, you'll often
encounter a number of different types of network types. Below we provide a very brief outline:.
The CAN bus standard is used in practically all vehicles and many machines due to below key
benefits:. ECUs communicate via a single CAN system instead of via direct complex analogue
signal lines - reducing errors, weight, wiring and costs. The CAN bus provides 'one
point-of-entry' to communicate with all network ECUs - enabling central diagnostics, data
logging and configuration. The system is robust towards electric disturbances and
electromagnetic interference - ideal for safety critical applications e. CAN frames are prioritized
by ID so that top priority data gets immediate bus access, without causing interruption of other
frames. Today, CAN is standard in automotives cars , trucks , buses, tractors, Looking ahead,
the CAN bus protocol will stay relevant - though it will be impacted by major trends :. As vehicle
functionality expands, so does the load on the CANbus. In short, CAN FD boosts speed and
efficiency - and it is therefore being rolled out in newer vehicles. The extended bit identifier
frame CAN 2. It is e. OBD2 data from cars can e. J data from trucks, buses, tractors etc. Vehicles
and machinery can be monitored via IoT CAN loggers in the cloud to predict and avoid
breakdowns. A CAN logger can serve as a 'blackbox' for vehicles or equipment, providing data
for e. Typically this involves using an adapter cable:. When you've identified the right connector
and verified the pin-out, you can connect your CAN logger to start recording data. You can e.
Data from the CANedge is recorded in the popular binary format, MF4 , but can be converted to
any file format via our simple MF4 converters e. Simply connect it to e. Further, the CANedge2
adds WiFi, letting you auto-transfer data to your own server - and update devices over-the-air.
To extract a CAN signal, you 'carve out' the relevant bits, take the decimal value and perform a
linear scaling:. Most often, these "conversion rules" are proprietary and not easily available. So,

if you e. In some cases, conversion rules are standard across manufacturers - e. This means
that you can use the J parameter conversion rules on practically any heavy-duty vehicle to
convert a large share of your data. To make this practical, you need a format for storing the
conversion rules. We also offer a low cost J DBC file, which you can purchase as a digital
download. With this, you can get quickly from raw J data to human-readable form. As evident,
the result is timeseries data with parameters like oil temperature, engine speed, GPS, fuel rate
and speed:. For more on logging J data, see our J data logger and mining telematics articles.
The Controller Area Network provides the basis for communication - but not a lot more. For
example, the CAN standard does not specify how to handle messages larger than 8 bytes - or
how to decode the raw data. Therefore a set of standardized protocols exist to further specify
how data is communicated between CAN nodes of a given network. J is the standard in-vehicle
network for heavy-duty vehicles e. J parameters e. RPM, speed, CANopen is used widely in
embedded control applications, incl. This is key in e. It increases the payload from 8 to 64 bytes
and allows for a higher data bit rate, dependent on the CAN transceiver. This enables
increasingly data-intensive use cases like EVs. For more on CAN bus go to our guides section
or join our newsletter. We use cookies to improve our site see our privacy policy. Need a
simple, practical intro to CAN bus? Read on to learn why this has become the 1 guide on CAN
bus. In this article What is CAN bus? What is CAN bus? So what is an ECU? It provides simple
cabling and is used in practically all automotive applications today. Typical use cases include e.
Automotive ethernet offers much higher data transfer rates vs. Fully centralized The CAN bus
provides 'one point-of-entry' to communicate with all network ECUs - enabling central
diagnostics, data logging and configuration. Extremely robust The system is robust towards
electric disturbances and electromagnetic interference - ideal for safety critical applications e.
Efficient CAN frames are prioritized by ID so that top priority data gets immediate bus access,
without causing interruption of other frames. The future of CAN bus Looking ahead, the CAN
bus protocol will stay relevant - though it will be impacted by major trends : A need for
increasingly advanced vehicle functionality The rise of cloud computing Growth in Internet of
Things IoT and connected vehicles The impact of autonomous vehicles In particular, the rise in
connected vehicles V2X and cloud will lead to a rapid growth in vehicle telematics and IoT CAN
loggers. Heavy duty fleet telematics J data from trucks, buses, tractors etc. Predictive
maintenance Vehicles and machinery can be monitored via IoT CAN loggers in the cloud to
predict and avoid breakdowns Learn more. Do you have a CAN logging use case? Reach out for
free sparring! Contact us. Typically this involves using an adapter cable: Cars : In most cars,
you simply use an OBD2 adapter to connect. This lets you log data directly from the raw CAN
twisted wiring harness, without direct connection to the CAN bus often useful for warranty
purposes Other : In practice, countless other connectors are used and often you'll need to
create a custom CAN bus adapter - here a generic open-wire adapter is useful When you've
identified the right connector and verified the pin-out, you can connect your CAN logger to start
recording data. CSV file not loaded correctly? Below we show step-by-step how this works:.
Learn more. SAE J J is the standard in-vehicle network for heavy-duty vehicles e. J intro J
telematics. Buy now Contact us. Join our newsletter Sign up. The CAN bus is a common digital
data network used in automotive, industrial, medical and scientific systems. The CAN bus is
used for routing sensor data between pieces of equipment. The main advantages are high
resilience to noise, reliability, low cost, simple wiring and ease of use. The disadvantages are
that the data packet lengths are small, transmission rates are low and the message
transmission cycle time can vary. The CAN bus is used in nearly every form of motorized road
transport even some motorcycles and scooters. To jump straight to the wiring section then
scroll down. Otherwise, read the CAN bus background information coming next. What is CAN?
CAN was designed in the s because of the limitations of existing serial data buses for use in
cars. CAN FD was introduced in to increase data volume throughput. To do this the data
segemant of a CAN packet was increased in size from a maximum of eight bytes to a maximum
of 64 bytes. Futhermore, in CAN FD the bit transmission rate may be increased during the data
byte transmission portion of the packet by up to 4 times, hence the name Flexible Data-rate. The
CAN bus data speed can be very low, for example 5 kilo bits pers second Kbps. There is plenty
of information available on the CAN bus because it has been around for a while. However,
because a fee is required to access the ISO standards the Bosch original specifications were
widely referenced. Until Bosch makes those specs available again use the ISO documents if
possible, alternatively the original Bosch CAN specifications are temporarily available here for
historical purposes:. There is the Wikipedia article on the CAN bus. The CiA specification also
provides some information on suitable cabling, which is not covered in most CAN documents.
Therefore, it provides a general guideline to CAN bus cable specifications, including CAN bus
cable length information. For basic bench testing a single twisted pair 22 AWG cable is suitable

often used for sensor, signal, data or computer signals. These cables are widely available from
electronics, electrical and cable suppliers. Cabling for production systems will require
designing by an engineer with relevant experience and knowledge. From a software viewpoint,
the CAN data is straightforward. The physical CAN interfaces and transceiver hardware
automatically handle the CAN transmission and receiving protocols at the bit level. This leaves
the higher-level software just handling the message identifier, data length and data bytes, plus
any CAN bus status errors. Alternatively, a device may just provide a serial interface to CAN, for
example, the commonly available ELM based devices. Each CAN message packet consists of:.
The Id and Data values are displayed in hexadecimal format. For a car, the data bytes contain
the values processed by the vehicle's ECUs. The data values will mean different things
depending upon the car manufacturer, the packets CAN id, and the values position within the
packet. The PIDs system has been extended by manufacturers to include their own custom
values. The custom values are used by car technicans when fault finding, with the use of scan
tools. Most equipment to interface to CAN comes with a 9-pin D-sub plug the male 9-pin D-sub
connector with the pins. Having a plug on the CAN device is opposite to RS serial interfaces
which often comes with a socket on the equipment. Here is a close up of some equipment with
CAN interfaces provided using 9-pin D-sub plugs:. Therefore, for devices following the
CANopen specification, the basic CAN bus cable is a length of single twisted pair cable with
DB9 sockets the female 9-pin D-sub connectors with the holes :. The simplest wiring is for pins
2 and 7 on the DB9 connectors to connect straight through. Remember that the pinout
numbering changes when viewing the connector from the front, or the rear. The rear view will be
used when constructing cables, and the front view when probing for signals:. For a more
resilient network, the CAN ground signals can be connected. See the specifications for use of
CAN ground lines. It shows a CAN bus schematic. At each end of the bus is a resistor. The CAN
bus needs to have a termination resistor at each end. The termination resistor has a value of
around ohms. The resistor absorbs the CAN signal energy so that it is not reflected from the
end of the cables back along the network to cause interference. When using DB9 plug and
socket cabling it is possible to source a DB9 adapter with a ohm resistor built-in:. Many devices
will have built-in support for CAN termination. Though this may mean that the device has to be
opened to enable the internal CAN termination. The CAN termination within devices may be
supported by a jumper link, a switch, solder pads or configured via software see the
manufacturers instructions. When constructing cables the ohm termination resistors may be
soldered to the back of the DB9 connectors. This diagram illustrates the idea:. Here is an
example of a ohm termination resistor soldered onto the DB9 connector with the CAN wiring,
located in the DB9 shell housing. When bench testing short networks only one termination
resistor may be sufficient. However, for best performance, the CAN bus should be terminated at
both ends, especially for the higher bit rates. The ohm termination can be improved for further
noise immunity, see the technical specifications for split termination information using two 60
ohm resistors and a coupling capacitor connected between them and to ground, e. Refer to the
specifications for the limits on cable lengths for stub connections to the CAN bus. For bench
testing this can be done using custom made cables, daisy-chaining DB9 straight-through
splitter cables, or using ribbon cables fitted with 9-pin D-Sub Insulation Displacement
Connectors IDC. If the wrong plug or socket is on the end of a cable a DB9 gender changer can
be used to convert it to the correct connection. They are available to convert plugs males to
sockets females , and sockets to plugs. They are useful for connecting two CAN devices for
performing a loop test sending a message out of the computer on one device and receiving it
back on another device :. The CAN bus is common in cars. How do I know if my car has
CAN-bus? The CAN bus is present in nearly all vehicles being made because of the requirement
for authorities to access engine emissions exhaust pollution data from the engine management
systems. The emissions data is read via the CAN bus. This requirement came into force in
America from the late s, in Europe and Japan from the early s, and Australia from late s. Cars
are made for a global market, therefore all vehicles tend to have a CAN bus. To make a cable an
OBD plug male and a 9-pin D-sub socket female is required. Also, be aware that the OBD socket
on the vehicle exposes the cars volt electrical system. This means the power pins on the OBD
socket could have a voltage range from 10 volts to 18 volts higher on trucks and supply a
dangerously high current. Therefore, precautions against electrical shock must be taken. To
build a sensor network, interface to a CAN bus, or view the CAN signals from vehicles there are
lots of projects available on the Internet. Many microcontrollers have support for the CAN
protocol. Whilst Arduino interfaces provide a reliable method of connecting to and building a
CAN bus sometimes professionally supported equipment is required. Especially if no CAN data
packets should be dropped when debugging a system. Leading manufactures of CAN test
equipment include:. Tek Eye - The maximum cable lengths between the two end nodes on a

CAN bus is dependant upon the bus data speed i. The bits per second bps signalling rate
determines the maximum length of a cable run for a CAN bus. A low CAN bus data rate, for
example 10 Kbps, will allow the bus to operate at a long distance of metres between the two
ends of the bus. As the data rate increases the maximum bus length drops rapidly. At common
vehicle CAN bus data rates the maximum bus lengths are:. Stub lengths should be kept short,
30cm for a 1 Mbps CAN bus, i. Search for "can bus" on YouTube to see some resources.
Author: Daniel S. Build websites quickly and publish easily. For beginner to expert. What is the
CAN bus? Here is a summary of CAN history taken from the article History of CAN technology :
In the Robert Bosch GmbH company starts development on a new serial bus for vehicles as
they had failed to find a suitable serial bus for use in vehicles. A serial bus was required to
support new electronic functionality. Intel delivers the first CAN integrated circuits in The
popularity of CAN saw the original bit message identifier extended to 29 bits in This is why
some publications reference a CAN 2. The increase in the amount of data being transmitted in
vehicles including the time taken when flashing new firmware to vehicles saw CAN bus
utilization design issues. Time ms Id Length Data The rear view will be used when constructing
cables, and the front view when probing for signals: For a more resilient network, the CAN
ground signals can be connected. This diagram illustrates the idea: Here is an example of a
ohm termination resistor soldered onto the DB9 connector with the CAN wiring, located in the
DB9 shell housing. Networking Multiple Devices Refer to the specifications for the limits on
cable lengths for stub connections to the CAN bus. Question or Comment:. Moving to CAN bus
also allowed car companies to cut out a significant amount of wiring from each automobile, as
the system simplified the electronic control techniques that had been used up to that point. The
CAN bus system consists of a primary controller that keeps watch over all vehicle systems from
a central location. This makes it easier to monitor for faults, and then diagnose specific
problems , rather than having to manually query numerous sub-controllers distributed
throughout a car or truck. The design additionally allows for the main system to continue to
work even if a subsystem fails, which is a level of redundancy that was harder to achieve when
discrete controllers were in use. OBD-II offers a set of standardized problem codes that can be
easily interpreted by mechanics and even owners when trying to diagnose a problem. Photo
courtesy of Wikimedia Commons. Know How. Having been bitten by the
97 ford windstar owners manual
2003 kia sedona starter
bmw door handle light
car bug at a young age, I spent my formative years surrounded by Studebakers at car shows
across Quebec and the northeastern United States. Over ten years of racing, restoring, and
obsessing over automobiles lead me to balance science writing and automotive journalism full
time. I currently contribute as an editor to several online and print automotive publications, and
I also write and consult for the pharmaceutical and medical device industry. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. How does this piece of automotive magic work? Read on for the CAN bus basics.
How Does It Work? Related Articles. Benjamin Hunting View All Having been bitten by the car
bug at a young age, I spent my formative years surrounded by Studebakers at car shows across
Quebec and the northeastern United States. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Close Menu Overlay. Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube.

